This paper describes a method of utilising genetic algorithms to train fixed architecture feed-forward and recurrent neural networks. The technique described uses the genetic algorithm to evolve changes to the weights and biases of the network rather than the weights and biases themselves. Results achieved by this technique indicate that for many problems it compares very favourably with the more common gradient descent techniques for training neural networks, and in some cases is superior. The technique is useful for those problem which are known to be difficult for the gradient descent techniques.
Introduction
The most common techniques for training both feed-forward and recurrent neural networks are variations of the gradient descent technique.
-Gradient descent techniques suffer from wellknown problems, so more efficient and effective methods to determine network weights are desirable. One such method combines another biologically inspired technique, that of genetic algorithms, with neural networks.
Developed by John Holland [SI, a genetic algorithm is a biologically inspired search technique. In simple terms, the technique involves generating a random initial population of individuals, each of which represents a potential solution to a problem. Each member of that population's fitness as a solution to the problem is evaluated against some known criteria. Members of the population are then selected for reproduction based upon that fitness, and a new generation of potential solutions is generated from the offspring of the most fit individuals. The process of evaluation, selection, and recombination is iterated until the population converges to an acceptable solution.
The evaluation of an individual's worth as a solution is achieved by the use of a fitness function. The goal of the fitness function is to numerically encode the performance of the individual with reference to the problem for which it is a potential solution. This is an extremely important process, for without a fitness function which accurately evaluates the performance of potential solutions, the search will fail.
There are several advantages to using genetic algorithms over the gradient descent techniques. Two of the most important are that they require no knowledge about the response surface, including gradient information, and that they are far less likely to become trapped in a local minimum. This paper focuses on the determination of network weights and biases for fixed architecture feedforward and recurrent networks.
A major obstacle to using genetic algorithms to evolve the weights of a fixed network is the encoding of the weights onto the chromosome. The weights of a neural network are generally realvalued and unbounded, whereas a chromosome in a genetic algorithm is generally a string of bits of some arbitrary length. Encoding real values onto 0-7803-43 16-6/98/$10.00 01998 IEEE such a chromosome presents problems both in the precision of the representation and the resultant length of the chromosome. The length of the chromosome impacts upon the size of the search space of the genetic algorithm, and the efficiency of the search.
Obviously for very large neural networks with many connections, a chromosome encoded with full precision real numbers would be extremely long and difficult to deal with computationally.
Schraudolph and Belew [ 151 describe a mechanism for avoiding the sacrifice of either precision or search efficiency when encoding real-valued weights onto a fixed length chromosome. This technique, called Dynamic Parameter Encoding by Schraudolph and Belew, adapts the encoding scheme used for the chromosome such that the genetic algorithm concentrates its efforts on the most significant part of the weights early in the search, and on refining the search in the later stages. The assumption of this technique is that by using a coarse representation of the weights initially, the genetic algorithm will converge to a solution which, while not being the best solution, is a good solution. The search for the best solution may then continue, but since only the region already identified needs to be searched, the weights may now be re-encoded onto the same chromosome with greater precision.
Montana and Davis [ 121 describe a method of using real number coding instead of binary value coding for the chromosome. This avoids the problems associated with encoding real numbers onto the genetic algorithm's chromosome. In the method described by Montana and Davis the genes in the chromosome are not bits, but real numbers. The chromosome is just an ordered list of real numbers representing the weights of the network. The -crossover operator is implemented such that two parents create a single offspring by, for each of the offspring's non-input units, randomly selecting one parent and copying the incoming weights from that parent's corresponding unit to the offspring. The mutation operator adds a random number between -1.0 and +1.0 to the incoming weights of a selected number of non-input units. This technique avoids the problems associated with encoding real numbers onto fixed length bit strings, but since the only way in which the weights can be changed is by mutation, it relies to some degree on the best weights being part of the initial population. What is really evolved by this technique is the best combination of weights rather than the weights themselves.
The work presented in this paper investigates a method of encoding network weights and biases onto a chromosome similar to [12] , and utilising a genetic algorithm to determine the weights and biases of fixed architecture artificial neural networks. The goal of this work is to show that this new method of using a genetic algorithm to train neural networks is capable of training both feedforward and recurrent networks.
Method Description
The method described here is based on the 2DELTA-GANN technique [7, 81 which uses a genetic algorithm to train fixed architecture feedforward neural networks.
2DELTA-GANN
The approach used in 2DELTA-GANN is to have the genetic algorithm evolve a change, or delta value, to the weights and biases of the neural network being trained. This is done by modifying the weights and biases of the network by some value according to a combination of fixed rules. Rather than have the genetic algorithm evolve the actual weights and biases of the network, only the way in which the rules are to be applied and the delta values are evolved.
As a result, the chromosome being modified by the genetic algorithm does not need to represent each weight and bias of the network; only the method by which the rules are to be applied and the delta values need be represented.
The gene structure used by Krishnan is an attempt to overcome the problems associated with encoding real numbers onto a chromosome represented as a bit string. In the 2DELTA-GANN method, each gene on the chromosome is a composite structure representing either a weight or a bias from the neural network. The gene is composed of three rule bits and two floating point values. The floating point values are manipulated in accordance with the rule bits to apply a change to the weights and biases of the network. The three rule bits are denoted X I , x2 and x3 : and the two floating point values are denoted deltal and delta2.
The basic idea of the 2DELTA-GANN method is to use the rule bits to specify a simple heuristic to apply to the delta2 value, which is then used to modify the value of deltal. Finally, deltaZ is used to modify the network weight or bias associated with the gene.
2DELTA-GANN implements a fitness scaling method of selection.
Modified methods of crossover and mutation are used to manipulate the chromosome formed from the combination of the gene structures.
2DELTA-GANN uses a modified form of parameterized uniform crossover [ 171. Since the gene structure implemented by 2DELTA-GANN involves a composite structure, the chromosome is not a simple bit string, so the crossover operator was modified to accommodate the composite gene structure.
As part of the modified uniform crossover operation the 2DELTA-GANN crossover operator will swap the delta values of any gene whose rule bits were affected by crossover.
Similarly, the mutation operator was also modified to accommodate the composite gene structure. Each bit on the chromosome is a candidate for mutation with some arbitrary probability. If a gene has any rule bit mutated. then deltal and delta2 for that gene are assigned randomly generated values.
Because of the modifications to the crossover and mutation operators, the representation of the genetic structure can be somewhat simplified. In the 2DELTA-GANN method each gene is represented as three bits, corresponding directly to the rule bits x i , x2 and x 3 . Each gene then has associated with it two floating point values, corresponding to delta1 and delta2. In reality, only the rule bits are combined to form the chromosome. This allows the chromosome to be kept to a minimum length, and further means that the floating point values do not need to be represented as bit strings on the chromosome. The values of deltal and delta2 become attachments to the chromosome.
The crossover and mutation operators are aware of the chromosome structure and the floating point values associated with each gene. These modified operators are designed such that if any rule bits of a particular gene are affected by the operation, then the delta1 and delta2 values associated with that gene are also affected. In the case of crossover, if any bit on a gene is affected by crossover, then the deltal and delta2 values of the offspring will be swapped. For mutation, if any bit on a gene is mutated, then the deltal and delta2 values for that gene will be replaced with randomly generated values. Figure 1 shows the composite gene structure and an example of the modified crossover operator. 
The New Method
After analysis of the algorithm and experimental results, it is believed that the value of the 2DELTA-GANN method is not in the evolution of the rules, but in the usefulness of genetic recombination as it is applied to the delta values themselves.
To demonstrate this, in this work the chromosome is applied to the network in the following way:
if Rand() > 0.5 if Rand() > 0.5 then double delta2 else halve delta2 endif add delta2 to deltal endif add deltal to weight (or bias)
Even though the rule bits are not being used in the application of the delta values to the weights, crossover and mutation of the delta values follow the same rules: the delta values of any gene whose rule bits would have been affected by crossover will be exchanged; and the deltas for any gene whose rule bits would have been affected by mutation are assigned randomly generated values.
The genetic algorithm for this work is a modified version of the algorithm implemented by Krishnan, and is as follows:
Step 1: Initialise [20] . A new fitness function was also coded to allow evaluation of recurrent networks of several different recurrent architectures. the percentage of experiments which were successful. the average number of network evaluations for all experiments. the population size (for the GA-NN methods). 
Results
Several feed-forward networks were tested using the new method. These were the standard XOR network, t h e 4-2-4 encoder network, and the digital t o analogue converter network.
The results for these tests are shown in In terms of network accuracy, for the feed-forward networks tested the new method out-performs the original 2DELTA-GANN and the Whitley GA-NN methods for all but the XOR network, and compares very we11 with back-propagation. In terms of training time, the new method outperforms Whitley for the 4-2-4 encoder network, is slightly behind the original 2DELTA-GANN and does not compare quite so favourably with backpropagation.
The new method out-performs recurrent backpropagation for the SINE simple recurrent network in terms of both network accuracy and training time. For the sunspot networks, recurrent backpropagation and real time recurrent learning both out-perform the new method in terms of training time, but in terms of network accuracy the new method compares quite favourably.
Conclusions
A new method of training both feed-forward and recurrent neural networks was presented and shown to compare very favourably with other GA-NN approaches as well as back-propagation in terms of network accuracy. Training times of the new method compare well with other CA-NN approaches and with back-propagation in some cases. The value of this new method is that it requires no gradient information and is less susceptible than back-propagation to local variations in the error surface.
This new method of training both feed-forward and recurrent neural networks is likely to be most useful for problems which are found to be difficult for the more common gradient descent techniques to solve.
The comparison of the new method with the original 2DELTA-GANN also indicates that the search is being driven by crossover between the real-valued delta values and not by the evolution of the heuristic rules. This result highlights the usefulness of crossover in genetic search. 
